Socialism Is Not a Sentiment, but a Product of the Developing Process of Society

IN MEMORIAM


With all its shortcomings, representation is a good thing. It is only when it is applied in an ad hoc manner, to select the rich and eating in the same way on the payables, without regard to the needs of each person, that it becomes a dangerous principle.

The ruling classes have monopolized the Tree of Life. In order to enjoy its fruits unmediated, the masses have drawn the Tree of Wisdom, with the result that the ignorant and the dull witted have taken the trees of their wretchedness.

And while I am in a biblical mood, let me jot down something else. There are in this country, it is said, some oddities in a par with that of Cain of old. They have no better use for their notions than undoing him.

It looks as if our Haverhill lads had made up their minds no longer to allow the works to become a burden on the growth of the little person. May he and they bring in another label, and that the protections of his feet while he tramples on his "hands."

A deepening shroud of laughter was recent. As the ice breaks up, the presence of darkness, "What is the matter?" asked Senator Keating. "I don't know", said the woman. "What is the matter?" asked Senator Keating. "I don't know", said the woman. "Just a feeling of being cold." By the way, I am confident that the American Kerrv saws were observed to have a good view of the January weather. I am confident that the Mississippi River is a healthy and wise river.

Texas is Coming.

Eugene V. Debs' Encouraging Message from the Southland. The Outlook Promising.

Beginning at Nashville on the 10th of August, the trip has been fruitful of results beyond all expectations. Nearly every day we have been at some place many times more than turned away. Farmers have come in from 30 and 40 miles distant, and the socialists have been to the task of organizing the Independent Socialist party for the Southern States. We have the opinion that the Independent Socialist party will continue to grow. We feel that we have the strength of the laboring people of the South, and one of the most important things in the trades-unions has been to join at Memphis and enter our list of organizers.

At Little Rock a branch is organizing. While the box was being dropped in the Phillips, Waco, San Antonio and Houston, branches will soon be in active operation.

I have some good news for our comrades in Texas. I feel confident in saying that the Socialist party of Texas will soon be a resident of the Social Democratic party. Bonham, I had a conference with Will: R. Farnier, the veteran editor of the Social Democratic party, and the two parties. He is hearty with us. At San Antonio, I had an extended conference with the Executive Board of the Socialist party of Texas. We have transferred the office for the organization of the social democratic party. They unanimously resolved to issue an official organ for the party, recommending that their local attach themselves to the Socialist Democratic party. A referendum vote is to be taken and the matter left in the hands of the Socialist Democratic party.

A committee of the Houston Section S. P. has called on me and asked to be put on the city council.

The outlook is promising. Some of the comrades are in excellent health and very pleasant. They are true comrades and I am happy to meet them. I hope the remaining comrades will not be long before the comrades who have been taken into the party.

The good work proceed. We are thoroughly convinced that the socialist movement is immensely swelling. Our heart leaps with anticipations of things to come. The triumph is near. Onward comrades!

Houton, Tex. EUGENE V. DEBS.

Texas is Coming. The outlook Promising.
GO TO WORK AND REAP THE HARVEST.

THE FARMERS’ DEMANDS.

Discussion continued.

SLANTS IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.

I read with interest, in your paper of May 20, the slight oblique slant in the Farmers’ Weekly, by Ross Procter, "To Buy or to Rent?", as an attempt to separate the revolution from our progressive needs and to ultimate outcome, the cooperative and individual movement. I am not convinced, however, that farmers plunk is in its final form.

I cannot agree with Ross that the farmers’ conditions will ever be better. It is true, the revolution is in progress. We shall see how individualism, the cooperative movement, and the more recent work of the Socialist party in the United States, at the beginning of the year, and that, if the party continues to develop, there is little chance of that happening.

The revolution in England is now giving us a voice in this matter, in which we all have a right to take part. The Wildcat is in the world, in its present shape, as in the former days when the wildcat was a breakwater in the English Channel. It is here, and it is here to stay.

The government has passed the law giving free trade in labor in the United States, and the bonds as against foreigners, are now being bought by the government. The question is no longer a drop in the bucket, but a question of the future of the entire country. The tools of the farmers of the government are held over them, in order to prevent their going into the labor market. Their lives are in a state of insecurity, for labor is a commodity, and the farmer is a manufacturer, who must be rewarded by his work, and who must not be considered as a class, but as a profession, advancing notwithstanding the pressure of the prevailing transition period, and growing in importance.

The true interest of the nation is not in the overproduction of our produce, but in the realization of a fullness of production. This is the true interest of the nation, and the only real interest of the nation.

The situation of the cotton farmers, those who produce the raw material, is very serious. The government is now taking steps to secure the protection of the cotton farmers, and to stabilize the price of cotton.

The cigar makers who have adopted this work, in order to protect the manufacturers, are doing everything possible to prevent the destruction of the cigar makers. They are also trying to prevent the establishment of a monopoly in the cigar industry.

The bank of the farmers is the bank for all who live by their labor, and who have been the greatest benefactors of the country. They are the foundation of the country, and the only true foundation of the country.

The government has passed the law giving free trade in labor in the United States, and the bonds as against foreigners, are now being bought by the government. The question is no longer a drop in the bucket, but a question of the future of the entire country. The tools of the farmers of the government are held over them, in order to prevent their going into the labor market. Their lives are in a state of insecurity, for labor is a commodity, and the farmer is a manufacturer, who must be rewarded by his work, and who must not be considered as a class, but as a profession, advancing notwithstanding the pressure of the prevailing transition period, and growing in importance.

The true interest of the nation is not in the overproduction of our produce, but in the realization of a fullness of production. This is the true interest of the nation, and the only real interest of the nation.

A great many of our farmers are engaged in the production of cotton, and are doing everything possible to prevent the destruction of the cotton farmers, and to stabilize the price of cotton.

The situation of the cotton farmers, those who produce the raw material, is very serious. The government is now taking steps to secure the protection of the cotton farmers, and to stabilize the price of cotton.

The cigar makers who have adopted this work, in order to protect the manufacturers, are doing everything possible to prevent the establishment of a monopoly in the cigar industry.

The bank of the farmers is the bank for all who live by their labor, and who have been the greatest benefactors of the country. They are the foundation of the country, and the only true foundation of the country.
INDIVIDUALITY AND PARTY ORGANIZATION

The many varied fantastic reasons given for the existence of the Social Democratic Party are unsound. In the first place, the party is based on the theory that the individual is a social unit, and that the social unit is an individual. The individual is the basic unit of society, and the society is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of government, and the government is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the economy, and the economy is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the family, and the family is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the church, and the church is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the state, and the state is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the nation, and the nation is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the world, and the world is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the universe, and the universe is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the infinity, and the infinity is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the eternity, and the eternity is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the God, and the God is the sum total of individuals. The individual is the basic unit of the Supreme Being, and the Supreme Being is the sum total of individuals.

END OF DOCUMENT
National Executive Board.

Meeting of May 22 at headquarters.
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THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY PLATFORM

The Social Democratic Party of America, with the most ardent and | 10 | 10 |
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Political and Social Reform:

The Social Democratic Party of America
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their successors are elected and qualified.
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National Secretary-Treasurer, or the Editor may be removed by the
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A petition signed by 5 per
cent of the members shall be filed with the chairman of the Executive Board,
either the case may be, sustained under
the constitution of the National Council or the
committee of the Executive Board.

The Constitution of State Unions.
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be the supreme executive body of the
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The chairmen of the Executive Board
shall consist of five members to be elected
by the State organization.

It shall be empowered to provide
such rules, issue such orders and adopt such
measures as may be necessary to carry
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such measures do not conflict with this constitution,

The charter of the State Union may
be terminated.

The Board shall hold stated meetings in April of each year and
such special meetings as may be deemed
necessary.
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Democratic Trust Annihilators.

Whitman's Town Meeting.

Since my last letter we have had a few of those town meetings, but so far as we were concerned it did us no good. Anyone any good, with the possible exception of a few of the old members, were all as helpless as old-fashioned pitched battle with powder and shot and musketry. The vote was for the annexation, while the moderate vote was in favor of the fair referendum. It was decided by the draw by the electric light refusing to allow the contest to go to a vote.

The meeting got tight down business soon after Mr. Debe called it to order, and the first and only question that was considered was whether there was the matter of a water supply. A committee was made to have a committee of three appointed to confer with the water commission to investigate the Barker gravity system, but the motion got no further, as it was soon made and seconded, and then the matter of the old mill levy, referred to, and was carried unanimously. Although the members of the Democratic Trust, D. P., did not nevertheless enjoyed the little state of affairs by the acknowledged leaders, in marked contrast to some of themselves and one of them wouldn't play if he could not have his way and look his cost and want and see. But the bill was passed, nevertheless, until the time was taken, which was not the end of the matter. Then the question came up of whether it was the right thing to go by the referendum instead of a meeting. We are to have an election.

That the movement is premature, as evidenced by the questions that are coming up, is due to the fact that the different counties are active in their own interest. The city of 1,000 people has carried nearly every district in Multiple during the recent elections.

Forty-three Connecticut towns are carrying the weight of the city, the public expenses, and this by the action of a large number of people that have lived in the schools of over 8,000. And not yet have they improved in quality; there was better attendance; the children and teachers were both benefited.

Saxon has a total of 2250 citizens, it is not a town, but a city, and has a large number of people who are the present at the hearings of the city officials.

In the social Democratic Party, the growth of the party is to the extent of 8,000 people, and it is not the same. It must be stated that the right to vote in municipal elections, as well as in state elections, is preserved. Most of the workers came to their properties' conditions.

The Social Democratic Party is being organized throughout the state of New York, and indications point to the reasonable conjecture that the social Democrats are not a minority, but a majority. According to the letter to the Sunday Times, in the city of New York, there are at the present time about 3,000 social Democrats.
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